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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Reducing aircraftdrag is one of the presentprincipalfoci of aeronautics

researchwithin NASA Langley ResearchCenter. An importantelementwithin

this program is study at a basic level of laminarflow and the mechanisms

of transition.

This report concerns one aspect of the design of a new research tool for

studying laminarflow and the mechanismsof transition,the LaminarFlow and

TransitionResearch Apparatus(LFTRA).

Since the presenceof acoustic pressurefluctuationsis known to affect transi-

tionI-3, low backgroundnoise levels in the test sectionof the LFTRA are man-

datory. In fact, it is anticipatedthat some experimentsto be conducted in

the LFTRA will concernthe influenceof acousticson transition. While, for

some years it has been recognizedthat turbulentintensitymay be increased

by the presenceof soundI-3 it has also recentlybeen demonstratedthat sound

can suppressturbulence4's.

In designinga special purposeapparatusfor the study of laminarflow and

transition,the obvious principalrequirementis the removal of all those

factorswhich are known to cause prematuretransitionin existingwind tunnels.

High on the list of importanceamong these factors is acoustic noise. Present

wind tunnelshave usuallybeen designedto maximizeefficiency in order to

obtain the maximum possibleflow velocityfor a given test section. Acoustic

considerationshave been of secondaryimportanceresulting in rudimentary

muffler arrangementsor no mufflerat all. The consequenceof this historical

fact is that existingwind tunnel test sectionsexperiencenoise levelswhich

are totally unrepresentativeof the aircraftflight environment. An additional

consequenceis that the study of laminarflow and transitionin most existing

facilitiesis severely limited.

The proposedLFTRA is a continuousflow non-recirculatingwind tunnel. Air

is sucked in through an intakecontaininghoneycombflow straightenersand

screensfor ensuring good quality low turbulenceflow (Figurel). The flow is

contractedinto the test channel (of section .7m x 1.2m) and then ideally

througha short low turbulencemuffler/diffuserto a centrifugalblower.



The goal of this study was the preliminary design of a muffler for noise

generated by the centrifugal fan of the proposed LFTRA. Since the muffler has

to be integrated with the fan and the test section, a subsidiary goal was to

investigate possible trade-offs in accomplishing this system integration.

A basic goal of the LFTRA is a noise level in the test section no greater than

60 dB in any octave band. This goal was set on the basis that under all cir-

cumstances this noise level would be about I0 dB below the flow self noise

level in the test section and thus would be insignificant in initiating tran-
sition.

However, since an octave band spectrum of 60 dB is also representative of

typical room noise level, this requirement is extremely stringent. This

report describes the initial approach to the design of a muffler for the

LFTRA, the difficulties which were encountered in integrating the muffler

with the remainder of the system and outline a possible solution to these

problems.

,°
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Muff I er/Di ffuser

Intake

Figure I. Idealized Layout of LFTRA



2.0 MUFFLERDESIGNBACKGROUND

2.1 ModelingConsiderations

Mathematically,the linearized,inviscid,ductacousticsproblemis usually

formulatedas a boundaryvalueproblemin quantitiesrepresentingsmall

perturbationsof the basicconservationof momentum,energyand continuity

equationsof fluiddynamics.Two distinctsetsof equationsresultfromthe

perturbationprocessand theseare consideredto representtwo distinct

phenomenawithinthe physicalsystem:

m The unperturbedmean aerodynamicflowfield,whichis itself

unaffectedby the presenceof acousticenergypropagatingthrough

it,and,

• The acousticfieldwhosetotalenergycontentis unaffectedby

the meanflow butwhoselocalenergypropagationcharacteristics

are affected(sometimesdramatically)by it.

Modelingof the mufflerfor the LFTRAis a complextaskdue to the three

dimensionalnatureof the geometry,acousticsand the meanflow. Initially

itwas anticipatedthatmathematicalmodelingfor mufflerdesignwouldbe

accomplishedusingtheADAM System6. Preliminarymodelingand optimization

was in factperformedusingthis systemwith a two dimensionalspatialdis-

cretizationin the X-Z planeas shownin Figure2. However,use of the ADAM

Systemprovedexpensivein termsof computertimefor conductingparametric

and optimizationstudiesfor a largenumberof geometriesand frequencies.

Ratherthanrestrictthe scopeof thesestudiesand also becausethe refine-

mentsfor whichtheADAM Systemis designedwere not appropriateto the gross

natureof the analysesrequiredfor thisstudy,a simplerand more cost

effectivemodelingtoolwas sought.

Omissionof meanflow and variablegeometryeffectsresultin a greatsimpli-

ficationof the equations.In the caseof the LFTRAmuffler,maximumflow

velocitiesare likelyto be in the rangeMach .l to .2. At theseflow vel-

ocities,omissionof the effectsof meanflow is unlikelyto causeserious

error. Also,for reasonsof maintaininggoodflowquality,ductgeometryis

requiredto varyslowly. Thus,successiveanalysesof severaluniformduct

sectionsprovidesa goodapproximationto the continuousproblem.
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Figure 2. Discretization for Initial Muffler Parametric
Study and Optimization Using ADAMSystem

Accordingly, an alternate simplified model based on a modification of the

analysis in References 7 through 9 was developed.

The analysis of Reference 7 is based on a no flow solution of the acoustic

equations in terms of a set of acoustic modes propagating in the Z-direction.

The spatial dependence of the modes in the X-Y plane as well as the modal

propagation constants are found in terms of the eigenfunctions and eigen-

values of a variational finite element formulation resulting from a dis-

cretization of the duct in the X-Y plane (Figure 3).

Duct geometry is assumed to be independent of Z. In Reference 7, duct wall

admittances are allowed to vary with distance along the walls, that is B_ =

B_(x), B2 = B2(x), B3 = Bs(y), B,: = B_(y). Since this sophistication was con-

sidered unnecessary in the present case, the solutions separate and the two

dimensional solution can be reconstructed from separate one dimensional solu-

tions in x and y (see Appendix I). A highly efficient algorithm suggested by

Watson for this simplified case comprises two one dimensional finite element

4



eigenvaluesolutionsin the x and y with subsequentreconstructionof the

two dimensionalsolution.

AcousticAdmittance B4

Acoustic
AdmittanceB h_

I

X

\cousticAdmittanceB2

Y

0

ny=40

AcousticAdmittanceB3

Figure3. SimplifiedNo-FlowModelDiscretization

Argueablyfor the presentcase of the LFTRA mufflerwhich is of rectangular

section,this model in spite of its simplificationsis more suitablethan the

ADAM System which is designedfor axisymmetricducts. Thus the effectsof

all four duct walls can be includedwith the simplifiedmodel, rather than

just the two closestwalls as in the annularduct ADAM approximation.

2.2 PreliminaryDesign Goals

The design goalsfor the purposesof this study were establishedby NASA LaRC.

These goals are representedby the requirementfor ambient noise levels,in the

test sectionof the LFTRA during operationat Mach .3, not to exceed 60 dB in

octave band spectrum level.

To evaluate the feasibilityof these design goals in the context of semi-stan-

dard existing equipmentfrom recognizedmanufacturers,data from two companies

Howden Fans and TRANSCOare presentedbelow.
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Preliminarydata from the fan manufacturer,"HowdenFans" on a 120,000CFM

centrifugalblower operatingat a pressuredifferentialof 36 inches of water

give the followingoctave-bandsound pressure levelsmeasured upstreamof the
blower:

Frequency(Hz) 31 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000

SPL (dB) 130 132 131 133 124 120 If5 llO

Connectinga "TRANSCO"commercialmufflerwith a pressuredrop of four inches

of water to the upstream side of the blower,reduces this noise spectrum to
the following:

Frequency(Hz) 31 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000

SPL (dB) I06 98 86 68 57 65 65 59

The sound pressure levelsgiven here representthose which Howden and TRANSCO

would be prepared to guarantee. Expectedsound pressure levelsare 3 to 5 dB
lower.

Clearly then, the problemarea still to be dealt with is the low frequency

region from say 20 Hz to 200 Hz where an additionalattenuationrangingfrom
lO to 40 dB may be required.

Additionaldesign goals for the muffler are a low pressure dropand minimal

self noise from sound radiated by turbulentflow at side walls.

2.3 Measurementsin the NASA AircraftNosie ReductionLaboratoryLow
PressureAir System Muffler

It is informativeto evaluate the design goals for the LFTRA muffler together

with the manufacturersdata presented in the previous section, in the per-

spectiveof an existing NASA facility. This facility,the Aircraft Noise

ReductionLaboratory (ANRL)Low Pressureair system (Figure4) is in many

respects similarto the blower-duct-mufflersystemfor the proposedLFTRA.

Measurementswhich were taken on this system specificallyfor providingback-

ground informationon LFTRA design,are describedin this sectionand tend to

supportthe conclusionthat specialattentionis required for muffling low
frequencies.
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The ANRL system is powered by a 250 H.P. induction motor running at 1180 RPM

through a variable speed drive to a centrifugal blower. Internal diameter of

the blower wheel is 3 feet and exterior diameter is 5½ feet. This is about

half the size of the proposed LFTRA blower. Connected to the blower exhaust

is a diffuser followed by two sets of turning vanes which direct the flow into

an underground duct. This duct further diffuses the flow and incorporates four

sets of sound attenuating acoustic splitters as shown in Figure 4. Narrow band

acoustic spectra measured with the blower operating at 970 RPMare shown in

Figure 5. Computed fan blade passage frequency under these conditions is 194 Hz.

A measured peak in the acoustic spectra in Figure 5 may be observed at this

frequency. Estimated volume flow was in the range of 80,000 CFM.

The design of this system was performed in the early 1970's and represented a

state-of-the-art attempt to produce a quiet flow for conduction of aeroacoustic

research. In order to accomplish the design goals for sound attenuation with-

out the generation of a significant amount of turbulent flow self noise, the

flow is diffused into a large cross-section (8' x 9') before passing the first

group of acoustic splitters. This and all subsequent sections of splitters

employ bulk acoustic absorbent material behind a perforated face sheet. Splitter

width averages six inches and is approximately equal to the splitter separation.

Flow velocity approaching the first group of splitter is about 20 feet/sec.

Flow velocity between the splitters is about double this value. The duct con-

tinues to diverge so that the velocity continues to decrease until by the fourth

set of splitters it has decreased to I/3 of the above values.

Figure 6 shows the measured performance of the muffler with each succeeding

stage. Four plots of attenuation versus frequency are given representing the

difference between microphone three located before the first Set of splitters

and four additional microphones following each successive set of acoustic

splitters. Detailed interpretation of these plots is not obvious and demands

a more thorough effort in data reduction and analysis than was possible in

this study. In the absence of flow one would expect four curves equally

spaced at each frequency representing approximately similar attenuation from

each set of identical splitters. However, due to the presence of flow,

sound is created by turbulence and unsteady aerodynamics throughout the

length of the duct. Thus the splitters, turning vanes and flow straighteners

in the plenum area (microphone I0) act as noise sources.
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Other difficultiesin interpretationof the measurementsinclude limited

dynamicrange of measurementequipment (which is the reason for the split

plots in Figure 5) and high levelsof low frequencynoise which propagate

unattenuatedthroughoutthe system causing standingwaves down the length

of the duct.

In general, however,the followingobservationsappearwell founded:

• The splittersare highly effectivein the range 250-2000 Hz giving

approximately20-25 dB attenuationper set of splittersthroughout

this frequencyrange.

• Below 30 Hz they are almost completely ineffectiveand noise levels

in the plenum are within lO dB of those at the beginningof the

muffler.

• Between 30 Hz and 250 Hz attenuation of each splitter set increases

as some function of frequency. In this frequency range, flow noise

and the presence of strong reflections make assessment of attenuation

difficult.

• Between 250 and 2000 Hz flow noise in the plenum chamber (microphone I0)

has increased substantially due to the presence of the nozzle, resulting

in a negative attenuation of I0 to 15 dB across the final splitter set.

2.4 Duct Liners

Mathematical modeling techniques such as those described in References 6 through

8 and in Section 2.1 of this report enable the calculation of optimum acoustic

duct liner impedance for maximumsound attenuation. However, the process of

converting these theoretical values into a practical design is limited by the

physical limitations of available materials and fabrication techniques.

In general, all duct liners fall into two categories:

(a) Resonant cavities faced with perforated sheet metal

(b) Bulk absorbant material such as fiberglass, Kevlar, or Feltmetal

possibly also faced with a perforated metal sheet.

The impedance of resonant cavities is generally modeled by the relation

Z = e + i Cot (kd)

II



where, Z = Acoustic impedance

e = Flow resistanceof the porous face sheet

d = Cavity depth

k = Wavenumber - 2Rf
c ' f = frequency,c = speed of sound

while numerousmodels for the point impedanceof bulk liners exist (e.g.

reference lO, ll).

• . 12 13
Some investlgators ' have argued that bulk linersshould not be modeled as

a point impedanceand that axial sound propagationwithin the liner should be

accountedfor. Modeling of this effect is considerablymore complicatedhow-
ever.

With modern fabricationtechniquesof drillingmany closely spaced small holes,

almost any face sheet porosity is attainable. Also cavity depth may readily

be varied so that at a given frequency,a resonantcavity liner may be made

to assume practicallyany theoreticalvalue.

However,the response of this liner at other frequenciesis governed by the

above relationwhich is stronglyfrequencydependent. This has the result

that resonant cavity liners are usually effectiveover only a very narrow

frequencyband.

In contrast,with bulk liners it is seldom possibleto achieve the theoreti-

cally optimum impedancefor a given frequency. Thus their attenuationper

unit lingthat that frequency is usually inferiorto resonant cavity liners.

However, bulk linersare extremelyeffectiveover broad frequencyranges since

in this case they should be comparedwith not one, but a series of cavity

liner sections each tuned to a differentfrequency.

More discussionon the relativemerits of bulk on resonantcavity liners

follows in Section 3.0.

2.5 Duct Geometry for Maximum Sound Attenuation

In designinga muffler there are many s_btletiesand complicatedeffectsthat

may be used to produce sound attenuation. One parameter,however, dominates

all others in determiningthe maximum attenuationwhich may be obtained in a

lined duct. This parameter is the "kb" value, where k = 2____(x = acoustic

12



wavelength)and b : distancebetweenthe closestopposingductwallsin a

rectangularduct (orb = diameterin a circularduct). Figure7 showsa

plotof optimumacoustictransmissionlossversuskb takenfromreference14

for a circularduct. Belowkb valuesof aboutlO substantialattenuations

are possible,whileabovethis valueattenuationsare substantiallyreduced.

From Figure7 we may thusdeducethatfor goodattenuationa highfrequencies,

wall separation(b) shouldbe small. Theusualway to obtainsmallwall separa-

tion togetherwith the lowspeeddiffusedflow necessaryfor lowflow selfnoise

is by installingsplitters(Figure8) linedwithmaterialof appropriate
acousticimpedancefor maximumattenuation.

2.6 FlowNoise

The generation of sound by turbulent flow in a duct is a field too complicated

and diverse to be addressed in detail in this report. Not only is the field

at presentincompletelyunderstood,but no readilyavailableinformationhas

been found in the literature to enable any more than order of magnitude esti-
mation of the effects.
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Figure7. OptimalAcousticTransmissionLossof
a Uniform Circular Liner for a Plane Wave
Source as a Function of Normalized Frequency
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AcousticallyAbsorbantSplitters
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Figure8. DuctWithSplitters

Clearly, however,minimizationof flow noise (or self noise) is importantto

satisfactorymuffler design. That this objectiveis difficultto achieve is

illustratedby the acousticmeasurements,presentedin Section 2.3, of the

ANRL low pressure air system.

One of the earliestworkers to discussaerodynamicnoise radiatedfrom tur-

bulent boundary layerswas Powel115'I°who demonstratedan enhancementin

quadrupoleradiationof sound from a turbulentboundary layer due to the

presenceof a rigid wall. Ffowcs Williams17 showed that if the wall was

allowed to be flexible no more inherentlyefficientsound radiationmechanism

was introducedand that the predominanteffect of the wall on the sound field
was that of a reflector.

More recently,Tsui and FlanderIe measured sound generationby flow over a

perforated liner plate while Howe19 considereda similarproblemtheoreti-

cally in the presenceof suction throughthe liner.

Nelson and Morley2° measured sound generationfrom a flat place placed per-

p,_ndicularto the free stream in ducted flow to simulatenoise from a splitter.

They also establishedscaling laws for the sound radiatedby the resulting

14



separated flow. Their results indicate that prior to the cut-on of higher

order duct modes, the sound power generated scales according to the fourth

power of flow velocity. After the cut-on of higher order duct modes this

scaling transitions abruptly to the sixth power of the flow velocity.

Directly associated with radiated sound pressure is the "psuedo-sound" of the
pressure fluctuations on the boundary wall. Numeroussets of measurementsof

wall pressure fluctuations have been made, notably by Willmarth 21'22'23 and
Maestrello24,2s.

A problemincidentalto this topicis the measurementof soundradiatedby

flow insidea duct. Insertionof a microphonewith a nosecone intothe flow

createsits own noisedue.to flowaroundthe microphonewhichis difficultto

distinguishfromthe noisealreadypresent. For example,Figure9 givesa set

of curvesfor preciselythis situationin quietflow takenfrom the B&K Micro-

phoneHandbook. On the otherhand,if the microphoneis placedflushwith the

wall,then the psuedo-soundpressuresfromthe turbulentboundarylayerunavoid-

ablycontaminatethe radiatedsound. Onlywhen the boundarylayeris laminar

are accurateacousticmeasurementsattainable.

An exampleof this confusionmay be shownby applyingWillmarth'sempirical

relation21

P' - 0.006
qo

where,p' = overallr.m.s,boundarylayerpressurefluctuation

qo = free streamdynamicpressur_

to the flowvelocitiesgivenin Figure9 with the resultshownin TableI.

Tablel

Flow RMS Wall Pressure MeasuredRMS adB

Velocity Fluctuationfrom SoundPressureLevels =dBw-dBF.S
kNVHr. Willmarth'sRelation(dB) With a NoseCone (dB)

20 75 63 12

40 87 78 9

80 99 92 7

160 Ill I07 4

15



From the results presented in Table I, it may be seen that psuedo-sound levels

are substantially higher than free stream levels at low flow velocities where
the sound generation mechanism is inefficient.
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Figure 9. Induced Noise Levels as a Function of
Windspeed and Frequency from a Microphone
with a Nose-Cone
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3.0 MUFFLER DESIGN

A set of octave band spectrum levelsfrom a possibleanticipatedfan noise

source is given in Section 2.3. It may be seen from perusalof these values

that broad band sound attenuationswill be requiredfrom 31Hz through 4000 Hz.

Based on the discussionof duct liner performance(Section2.4), the obvious

choice for broad band attenuationis a bulk liner. Cummingsz2 gives a set of

theoreticallybased design charts for mufflers using bulk liners. These

design charts which have also been verifiedexperimentally,are reproduced

here in Figures lO and If. In these plots "b" is the wall separation,"o"

is the flow resistanceof the material in MKS Rayles and the "Space Factor"

is the ratio of (airwaycross-sectionalarea/totalduct cross-sectionalarea).

It is convenientto use these design charts of Cummingsto evaluate in approxi-

mate terms what characteristicsa LFTRA muffler using bulk absorberswould

possess. Supposewe proceed in the followingmanner by selectinga maximum

muffler lengthof say lO meters. Then the required attenuationin dB/m to

obtain a 60 dB noise level follows:

Frequency (Hz) 31 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

Fan Noise Levels (dB) 130 132 131 133 124 120 ll5 llO I06

RequiredAttenu-
ation (dB/m) 7 7.2 7.1 7.3 6.4 6 5.2 5 4.6

Plottingthis requiredattenuationon the design charts (Figures lO and ll) the

followingconclusionsmay be drawn:

• At and below the 125 Hz octave band insufficientattenuationis

attainable. This is true for the three values of flow resistance

presentedby Cummingsfor all channelwidths and space factors.

• From 250 Hz upward,appropriateattenuationis attainablebut only

at channelwidths in the range .Im < b < .4m. In this frequencyband

it is likely that some combinationof channelwidths and space factors

will yield the best attenuationalthoughwidest frequencycoverage at

. satisfactoryattenuationlevels is obtainedat b = .2m.

It is interestingin the light of these observationsto review some previous

facts. The attenuationof the commercialmufflerwhich utilizes bulk absorbers

17
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discussedin Section2.2 is also deficientin the low frequencyregion at and

below 125 Hz. So also, is the attenuationof the muffler system for theANRL

low pressureair system discussedin Section2.3. Another interestingobserva-

tion is that the acousticallytreated splittersystem of the ANRL muffler has

a wall separationof the order of .16m. This compareswell with the apparent

best choice of splitter spacing (.2m) derivedfrom Cummings'design charts.

Thus it may be concludedthat a muffler employingstandard commercialbulk

absorbantmaterial in a duct width of the order of .2m is the best choice over

the frequencyrange 250-8000 Hz for the LFTRA. Below this frequencyrange

standardcommercialbulk absorbersdo not appear adequate. Part of the reason

for inadequateabsorptionof bulk linersat low frequenciesmay be deduced

from the physicsof the process. Here the entire bulk matrix moves with the

passageof the sound wave reducingabsorptiondue to micro-turbulentflow over

individualbulk matrix fibers.

To study the effectsof a resonantcavity liner for use in this frequencyrange,

the model describedin Section 2.1 was programmedfor execution in an optimi-

zation loop using the Stewart-Davidson-Fletcher-Powell(SDFP)algorithmfor

non-linearoptimization. The procedurewas set up so that a duct liner could

be optimizedeither at a single frequencyor over a range of frequencies

(Figure12). Thus, it was possibleto vary the Q-factoror selectivityof the
attenuationband.

This programwas exercisedon numerousduct configurationsof which only two

are presentedhere. Figure 13 representsthe attenuationof a lined duct con-

sistingof nine separatetuned sectionseach two meters long. The duct, which

is lined on walls in the Y-Z plane only, has a cross-sectionof ax = .7m by

ay = 1.3m at the high frequencyend and divergesat an angle of 20 in the X-Z

plane and 40 in the Y-Z plane to a sectionof ax = 2m by aY = 4m at the low

frequencyend. This duct was designedwith divergingwalls so that it might

performdouble duty in the LFTRA systemas a diffuser as well as a muffler.

By contrasta uniformduct sectionof ax = .7m gives substantiallybetter

sound attenuationper unit lengthas shown in Figure 14. This design con-

sists of nine muffler sectionseach one meter in length. It may be seen that

the overallattenuationcurve is similarto that of Figure 13 although the
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range

+
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for. duct liner depth and
face sheet porosity giving
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Figure 12. Design Procedurefor a Single Muffler Section
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DiffusingAngles: X-Z plane = 2o, Y-Z plane = 4o

Frequency(Hz) 20 26 29 39 52 69 92 123 165

Cavity Depth (M) 4.081 3.136 2.781 2.073 1.548 1.151 .843 .597 .431

Non-Dim. Flow .06 .07 .08 .06 .04 .05 .06 .II .21
Resistance

Figure13. Performanceof a Low FrequencyDiffusing
Muffler(Length18m)
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Diffusing Angles: X-Z plane : O_ Y-Z plane = 4o

Frequency (Hz) 16 22 29 39 52 69 92 123 165

Cavity Depth (M) 5.3 3.8 2.9 2.1 1.6 1.2 .86 .64 .45

Non-Dim. Flow .04 .04 .05 .05 .07 .07 .08 .05 .12
Resistance

7O
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total muffler lengthhas been halved. Note that the muffler design may be

allowedto diverge in the y-directionwithout affecting its performance.

Flow resistanceof liner face sheets non-dimensionalizedby pc togetherwith

cavity depths in meters are also given in Figures 13 and 14 for each liner

section. It may be seen that optionalflow resistanceslie in the range .04

to .2 while cavity depths are roughly equal to _/4 and vary from approximately
5m at 16 Hz to .5m at 160 Hz.

In general, however, it may be seen from Figures 13 and 14 that attenuation

in excess of 40 dB is attainablethroughoutthe frequencyrange from 16-200Hz

using a series of tuned cavity duct liners. Thus a muffler of this type may

be used to provide supplementalattenuationto a commerciallyavailablebulk

absorbanttype muffler for the low frequencyregime.

Some notes related to constructionof a tuned cavity liner are desireable in

order to ensure that theoreticalattenuationsare achieved in practice.

l) It is importantthat cavity cross-sectiondoes not become too large

with the possibilityof excitinghigher order modes in the cavity

thus, it is suggestedthat cavity diameter not exceed _/lO.

2) Stiffnessof cavity walls should be high enough to prevent significant

structuraltransmissionof sound. That is, first cylinder structural

resonanceshould be above acoustictuning frequency.

3) Cylindersshould be isolatedfrom each other by dampingmaterial to

preventstructuraltransmission. Also, each tuned muffler section

should be isolatedfrom the succeedingone by a vibrationbreak.

4) Mounting and flexibilityof the perforatedface sheet should be such

as to ensure minimal movement under acoustic and aerodynamicloading

Some stiffeningof the face sheet will probablybe required for all

muffler sections to meet this requirement.
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4.0 LFTRASYSTEMDESIGN

4.1 Description of Potential Problems

At the beginning of this study, primary concerns regarding noise in the LFTRA

test section were directed at muffling the anticipated high noise levels from

the fan. However, as the study progress it became increasingly clear that

interaction between the system components had a large input on the performance

of these individual components.

An important parameter in this interaction is flow noise. For example, in

design of the muffler, flow noise considerations mandate low flow velocities

because as discussed in Section 2.6, noise radiated by separated and turbulent

flow in a duct scales with the fourth or sixth power of flow velocity. For a

bulk absorbant muffler designed to attenuate over the frequency range 250 Hz

to 8000 Hz Section 3.0 showed that wall separation should be of the order of

.2m with a length of perhaps lOm.

Unquestionably over this distance in such a narrow channel, flow would become

fully turbulent and if the velocity were high, would radiate substantial

acoustic power. Some of this noise would be absorbed by the muffler but some

would also not. Thus, the logical muffler configuration for good absorption

and low self noise would consist of a large cross-section for low flow velo-

city but divided by closely spaced parallel splitters, lined with bulk absorbant

material and covered with a porous face sheet for good sound attenuation.

Such a design is similar to the muffler in the ANRL low pressure air system.

Purely from the aspect of muffler design there are no problems with this con-

cept and it may be expected to satisfactorily provide the 60 dB design levels.

A problem arises, however, when this muffler is integrated into an LFTRA sys-

tem via a diffuser (Figure 15). To reduce the velocity between the splitters

to less than (say) lOm/sec, given a space factor for the splitters of 50% it

would be necessary to diffuse from the test section of the LFTRAto a section

approximately four meters square. Assuming a 3o maximumdiffusing angle on

each wall, this results in a diffuser approximately 30 meters long, given a
test section of .7m x 1.2m.

While it must be emphasized that these calculations are of an approximate

nature, they nevertheless serve to illustrate the problem. Careful design
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Figure 15. LFTRA System Configuration
(Example 1 - Unsuitable)
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optimizationshould be able to reduce the diffuser lengthby a factor of two

throughuse of tapered splittersand other refinements.

The principaldifficultywith any diffuser,however, is that they are notor-

iouslynoisy. This is especiallytrue for a long diffuserwhere a turbulent

boundary layer may grow to substantialthicknessand radiate noise back up-

stream into the test section. If the diffuser is shortenedby allowing

diffusingangles greater than 30, then separatedflow will result with the

generationof still more noise, in additionto decreasingthe overall system

efficiency.

Solely for system energy efficiency,a diffuserfollowingthe test section is

desireablesince it helps to reduce fan size and operatingcosts. However,

the noise problem is difficultto resolve.

Duringinitialconceptualdesignof the systeman integrationof the low

frequencymufflerwith the diffuser(Figure16)was seenas a possibility.

Somebenefitmay be achievedfromthisconceptbecausesome soundgenerated

by the turbulentboundarylayerwouldbe absorbedby the mufflerin propa-

tatingtowardsthe testsection. However,calculationsin Section3 (Fig-

ures 13 and 14) showthata diffusinglowfrequencymufflerwouldbe twice

as longas a non-diffusingone for the samesoundattenuation.Also because

eachmufflersectionis tunedonlyto a specificnarrowfrequencyband,the

benefitsdesireablein the formof soundattenuationof boundarylayernoise

wouldbe negligible,sinceboundarylayernoiseis radiatedalongthe entire

lengthof the diffuser.

From the preceedingdiscussion,it may be seen that integrationof the acoustic

muffler into the LFTRA is not a straightforwardprocess. Both system con-

figurationsshown in Figures 15 and 16 are unsuitableeven though both muffler

arrangementsprovideadequate acousticattenuationof fan noise. In addition,

the muffler arrangementshown in Figure 15 has extremely low self-noise

characteristics.

- In evaluatingthe LFTRA system conceptsshown in Figures 15 and 16, no consi-

deration has yet been given to cost since both configurationsare unsuitable

on technicalgrounds. It is importantto note, however,that the low frequency
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tuned cavitymuffler is likelyto be expensiveto construct. On this basis

alone, the configurationof Figure 15 is preferredto that of Figure 16

where the low frequencymuffler length is doubleddue to the greaterwall

separation.

4.2 Possible Solution

To solve the problems in LFTRA system design outlined in the previous section,

it appearsessentialto introducesound absorbingmaterial into the diffuser.

One of the principaldifferencesbetweensound generatedin a duct by a fan

and sound generatedin a duct by a turbulentboundary layer is the location

of the sound source. Mariano26 has demonstratedthat substantiallyimproved

attenuationmay be obtained in a duct if sound sources are locatedclose to

a duct wall. Thus, the prospectof obtaininggood attenuationin a diffuser

without the aid of splittersappears less daunting. Mariano'sanalysis,which

also includesthe effects of a line sound source located in a boundary shear

layer flow gives the results shown in Figure 17 for sound propagationin the

opposite directionto the mean flow. This is, of course,the appropriate

relative directionfor sound propagationtowards the test section in the

LFTRA diffuser.

Thus, it would appear that significantbenefits in reducingdiffuser noise

may be achieved by liningthe diffuserwith a bulk acousticabsorber faced

with a perforatedsheet. This additionalattenuationis a non-lineareffect

and is at present incompletelyunderstood. It has been discussed,however,

by severalresearchersincludingHowe19, Dean and Tester27, and Ingard and

Ising28.

This conceptfor a quiet diffusermay be furtheraugmentedby suctionthrough

the bulk liner and perforatedsheet along the entire length of the diffuser.

Suction has not only the benefit of inhibitinggrowth of a turbulentboundary

layer,but also may further assist attenuationof sound.

The best solutionto integratedsystem design of the LFTRA, however,may be to

attemptto integratethe low frequencymuffler, mid-highfrequencymuffler,r

and diffuser together in a single unit.

This might be accomplishedas shown schematicallyin Figure 18. Here the dif-

fuser is dividedessentiallyin two parts by a long centralwedgelikesplitter
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consistingof a rigid centralwall, lined on each side with bulk absorbant

material. The bulk material is partitionedat numerousaxial stationsto

preventaxial transmissionof low frequencysound, and faced with a perforated

sheet. This centralabsorbantwedge would provideattenuationover the mid-

high frequencyregion.

The outer walls of the diffusercomprisethe low frequencymufflerwhich is

modified by the insertionof a small amount of bulk absorbantmaterial in

each cavity. The functionof this absorbantmaterialwould be to broaden

attenuationat the resonantpeak while also allowingthe low frequency

reasonantcavity muffler to double as a bulk absorbingmufflerfor the mid-

high frequencyregion. Estimatedperformanceof this muffler is shown in
Figure 19.

The advantagesof this conceptare as follows:

• Diffuser (turbulentboundary layer)noise is absorbed in the

same muffler sectionas fan noise.

• Minimum length (and cost) is achievedby integratingdiffuser,

low frequencymufflerand mid-high frequencymuffler.

While this concept is well foundedwhen judged accordingto state-of-the-

art knowledge in muffler design,no mufflerof this type has ever been con-

structed. Thus, it is recommendedthat an experimentalevaluationbe per-
formed prior to detaileddesign and construction.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This report has discussed the design of a muffler to attenuate fan noise in

the proposed LFTRA. During the study it became evident that integration of

the muffler into the LFTRAtotal system design radically impacted the charac-
teristics of the required muffler.

The most promising concept which has emerged at this stage consists of an

integrated low frequency muffler, mid-high frequency muffler and diffuser.

Although the design goals are extremely challenging this design concept

appears well founded when judged according to state-of-the-art knowledge
in muffler design.

Significant unknown factors exist, however, which indicate that further study

and experimental evaluation are required. Specific recommendedareas of

investigation are as follows:

• Low frequency absorption characteristics of resonant liners.

• Self noise of flow over perforates.

• Influenceof bulk absorber insideresonantcavity liners.

• Effect of wedge in causing possiblestandingwaves in tunnel
test section.
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Appendix 1

E__xa____ctSolutionof the HelmholtzEquation in a

RectangularDuct by Separationof Variables

In the absenceof meanflow,acousticwavespropagatingin a ductare governed
by the threedimensionalHelmholtzequation,

V2p + k2p = 0 k =
, c (1)

Supposea harmonicsolutionin z of the form

p(x,y,z)= _ _ (A eiKmnz + B e'i_m,z) Xm(x) yn(y) (2)m=,l m=l mn mn

Where Xm must satisfythe boundary conditions

BX

m ikB4 X = 0 at x : hBx m (3)

BX

m + ikB3X = 0 at x = 0ax " " . (4)

and BY
n

a_ ikB2Yn = 0 at y = _ (5)

BY

r, + ikB Y : 0 at y = 0I . (6)By

(wall admittances.Bare shown in Figure 3)

Suppose X = Cosy x + Q Sin yxm _ m
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(4) - Y SinYmx +Y Q Cos y x + ikB (Cosy x+Q SinY x) = 0m m 3 m m

(-Ym+ikB3Q)SinyXm . (Ym Q + ikB3) CosYmx = 0

YmQ+ikB3

_Im_',.x+ _y +ikB3Q = 0

now when x = 0 tan y x = 0
m ,.a

YmQ+ikB3= 0

:=_ Q = -ikB3

Ym

=_P X = Cos YmX- ikB3 Siny xm m
Y
.m

(3)=_ -YmSinYmx -_mikB3 COS Y x - ikB_(COSYmx-ikB3Siny x) : 0
y Y m
m m

-Ym2SinYmx-ikB3YmCosYmx- ikB4YmC°sYmx- k_384 Sin y_x = 0

(ym2 + _ B3B4) SinYmX + ik(B3 + _) YmCOSYmX= 0

Supposewe X and Y of the form:
m r

X = Cos y x + A SinY x
m m m

Y = Cos_ Y + B Sin a Y
n n n

then (4)_, A = -ikB3 and (5)_. B = -ikB1
Y a

m n

Substituting these expressions in (3) and (5) we get the transcendental equation:

(Ym2 + k2B3B4)Sinymh+ ik(B3 + B4)ymCosymx : 0

(a 2 + k2BIB2)Sin__ + ik(B + B2)_ Cosa _ = 0n n ! n n

Substituting (2), (7), (8), (9) in (1) gives the eigenvalues _

K2 = k_ 2 2-T - a
mn m n

The imaginarypart of Kmn gives the decay rate in the z-directionfor the
mn'th mode.
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I

i

Note that't: _ = 0 is always a solutionto equations (I0) and (II) but thatm n

this solution gives the additional conditions that

k2B3B4 + ik(B3 +B4) = O, and,i

k2
BIB2 + ik(BI +B2) = 0

Thus for this trivial case K = O,

Q

A general solutionof equations (lO) through (12) is only possiblenumerically,

for example,using a Newton Raphson scheme8. An alternateprocedureand the

one used in this study was to use a l-D finite elementformulationof a 2-D

representationof equation (l) in the x-z plane togetherwith.boundary.

conditionequations (3) and (4) to obtain eigenvalues_. A similar l-D

finite elementformulationof a 2-D representationof equation (1) in the y-z

plane togetherwith boundary conditionequations (5) and (6) gives_^. The

combinedeigenvaluesKmn are then synthesizedas before using equation (12).

This procedurewas suggestedby Watson9.
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